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16.67–16.68

GRMRA
margin maintenance 18.06
margin ratio 18.06
ISDA: financial collateral arrangements, standard forms for 17.56–17.75
Margin Supplement (2001)
17.69–17.70
'margin' and 'default fund contributions', use of 20.118
prime brokerage agreements: security and margin requirement 18.96–18.99
margin requirement, client's obligation to maintain 18.98
securities lending
margin calculation on global basis 18.31
margin calculation on loan by loan basis 18.32
market charges, protection of 20.109–20.111
mark-to-market arrangements/mechanism
OTC derivative transactions 17.16–17.17
top-up collateral, mark-to-market calculations for 1.66, 5.03
vulnerability of 1.23–1.27
'market charges', scope of 20.85–20.87
'market contracts' in recognised clearing house, scope of 20.80–20.84
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essential legal characteristic of 3.22
functions of 3.21
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advantages of 15.27
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irrevocable powers of attorney 15.112
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nature of 9.13
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purpose 15.132–15.133
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damages 15.147
injunctions 15.146
remedies against third parties 15.146–15.148
trust, security to held on 15.148
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netting 1.22, 1.58–1.60
Banking Act safeguards for 5.64
  bail-in measures 5.129–5.131
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close-out netting see close-out netting
contractual arrangement, as 21.05
nature of 21.04
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overseas insolvency proceedings, impact of 5.138–5.158
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UNCITRAL Model Law on cross-border insolvency 5.11
EU Insolvency Regulation (EUIR) 5.138–5.148
applicable law 5.146–5.147
main and secondary proceedings 5.139
rules on \textit{itus} of assets 5.143
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set-off 5.144–5.145
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\textit{pari passu} principle 21.70–21.73
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  financial support directions 15.45–15.46, 15.49
Type A events 15.51–15.54
pledges 1.48, 15.02
  cash collateral 1.61–1.64
  creation of 15.06
  meaning of 7.30
  negative pledges see negative pledges
  possessory form of security 15.02
  reuse of pledged collateral 1.52–1.55
  security interest, as 7.28
pooling
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property rights 19.27
safeguard for partial property transfers under Banking Act 21.33
pooling events 18.73–18.75
shortfall in pooled account 19.61–19.62
'possession' or 'control' test when creating security financial collateral arrangements 8.01–8.127
approach of courts to question of 'possession' or 'control' 8.21–8.115
'control' and pre-agreed release mechanisms 8.82–8.86
'control', approach of courts to question of 8.63–8.72
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Gray 8.21–8.32, 8.64–8.70, 8.83, 8.87
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proviso 8.54–8.62
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dispossession 8.05–8.10
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power of sale 12.06–12.07
powers of attorney
CREST, and 16.78
irrevocable powers of attorney 15.112, 15.114
third parties, and 15.118–15.121
protections to donees 15.113
revocation of power of attorney 15.117–15.120
security powers of attorney 15.111–15.128
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book entry securities collateral, law applicable to 19.40
conflict of laws 1.75, 1.77, 1.103, 13.69–13.71
inadequacy of 13.78, 13.85
securities account, ascribing location to 13.69–13.71, 13.78
SFD 1.75
prime brokerage
no prime broker now too big to fail 18.107
remedies where prime broker in default 18.107
prime brokerage agreements: common features 18.43–18.46
complexity of arrangements/documents 18.46
master or framework agreements 18.45
prime broker as agent and trustee as well as for itself 18.44
prime brokerage agreements: Client Money Rules 18.62–18.75
application of Client Money Rules 18.64
claims against prime brokerage firms 18.89
Client Money Distribution Rules 18.73–18.74
deposit of client money with credit institution 18.67
firms authorised by PCA/FCA, Client Money Rules applying to 18.62–18.63
pooling events 18.73–18.75
safeguarding client’s rights, general requirements of 18.66
scope of Client Money Rules, modification of 18.65
segregation of client money 18.66–18.72
segregation of client money: alternative approach 18.68, 18.70
segregation of client money: normal approach 18.68–18.70
statutory trust in relation to client money 18.62, 18.72, 18.90
statutory trust in relation to client money, nature of 18.76–18.90
statutory trust in relation to client money, terms of 18.72
transfer of client money to third party for purposes of transaction 18.71
TTCA, client money held under 18.90, 18.96
prime brokerage agreements: default 18.100–18.104
events of default 18.100
events of default, effect of 18.101–18.104
remedies where prime broker in default 18.107
security, enforcement of 18.103
termination of associated agreements 18.102
application of Custody Rules 18.50
assets held subject to FCA requirements 18.47–18.48
no statutory trust in relation to client’s custody assets 18.53
prime broker’s interests, protection of 18.59–18.61
right of use 18.60–18.61
safeguarding client’s ownership rights 18.52
scope of Custody Rules, modification of 18.51
segregation of assets 18.52
when Custody Rules apply 18.49
whether valid trust of custody assets exists/trust requirements 18.53–18.58
prime brokerage agreements: general terms 18.105
prime brokerage agreements: security and margin requirement 18.96–18.99
client mortgages/charges of money transferred to broker 18.96
margin requirement, client’s obligation to maintain 18.98
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- securities, client's right to 18.97
- trustee, prime broker as 18.99
- prime brokerage agreements: trustees of client money having powers of compromise under Trustee Act 18.91–18.95
- prime brokerage agreements, no market standard form of 18.42, 18.43
- nature of prime brokerage 18.40–18.41
- special issue: can prime broker compromise proprietary interests of clients in financial collateral by using scheme of arrangement? 18.135–18.145
- Lehman Scheme of Arrangement case 18.135–18.144
- special issue: proprietary interest in financial collateral/cash deriving from it, does client retain? 18.108–18.145
- Lehman Prime Brokerage case 18.109–18.134
- private international law
  - conflict of laws, as 13.01
  - European law, as 13.03–13.04
  - nature of 13.01
  - Rome I and Rome II Regulations 13.13
  - rules divided into three areas 13.07
- see also conflict of laws
- property dispositions, exclusion of avoidance of 5.11–5.15
- property transfers under Banking Act 2009

- 'qualifying collateral arrangements', scope of 20.88
- 'qualifying property transfers', scope of 20.89–20.91
- receivers 5.09, 12.06–12.07

- recharacterisation
  - recharacterisation risk
  - collateral-provider to exercise rights before security is enforced 9.45–9.74

- title transfer financial collateral arrangements 6.10–6.34
- arrangements take effect in accordance with their terms 6.10–6.15
- case law authority on recharacterisation under English law 6.16–6.30
- market standard terms 6.31–6.34
- sale and charge/other security interest, distinguishing 6.17–6.25
- 'touchstone' cases 6.26–6.30
- recognised clearing houses see clearing houses
- recognised investment exchanges see investment exchanges
- recovery and resolution plans ('living wills') 18.152–18.161
- application of rules 18.156
- CASS resolution pack 18.162
- failing institutions, likely approach to 18.160
- orderly failure as objective 18.159
- recovery plans, contents of 18.157, 18.160
- requirement for 18.149
- resolution pack, contents of 18.158, 18.160–18.161
- regulatory treatment of financial collateral arrangements
- BCBS-IOSCO rules see BCBS-IOSCO rules on margin requirements for non-centrally cleared derivatives
- credit risk 22.01–22.02
- Basel III's focus on three types of risk 22.14
- close-out netting, importance of 22.02
- credit risk mitigation 22.17–22.20
- credit risk mitigation, eligible types of 22.18–22.20
credit risk mitigation techniques, principles governing eligibility of funded credit protection 22.25–22.26
eligibility: unfunded credit protection 22.26–22.28
instruments 22.34
Internal Ratings Based Approach to measuring credit risk 22.15
legal opinions as to enforceability, need for 22.21–22.24
maturity mismatches 22.47–22.48
measurement of credit risk 2.14–22.16
recognition requirements for certain master netting agreements 22.43–22.44
recognition requirements for financial collateral 22.29–22.33
recognition requirements for on-balance sheet netting 22.41–22.42
recognition requirements for receivables 22.35–22.40
recognition requirements for third-party deposits/cash assimilated
risk weighting and Financial Collateral Simple Method 22.45–22.46
Standardised Approach to measuring credit risk 22.15
treatment of collateral provided to central counterparty 22.49
margin requirements for non-centrally cleared derivatives 22.01
SFTR on reporting/transparency of securities financing transactions 22.03–22.04
treatment of financial collateral for regulatory capital purposes 22.05–22.49
Basel III 22.05
focus on three types of risk 22.14
CCR see Capital Requirements Regulation (CCR)
Fourth Capital Requirements Directive (CRD IV) 22.05
not directly applicable 22.07
provisions of 22.07
repos/repurchase agreements 1.39, 1.47–1.50, 6.10, 10.14, 18.01–18.15, 22.137
economic effect of 6.12–6.13
European repo market, size of 1.91
Global Master Repurchase Agreement 2011 (GRMRA) 18.05–18.14
Agency Annex 18.05
buy/sell back transactions and repos, used for 18.05
default, rights and obligations of parties on 18.11–18.14
early termination 18.11–18.12
exposure, elimination of 18.08–18.09
margin maintenance 18.06
margin ratio 18.06
repricing transactions 18.07–18.08
how are repos used? 18.04–18.05
Global Master Repurchase Agreement 2011 (GRMRA) 18.05–18.14
incorporating GMRA standard forms 18.04
title transfer financial collateral arrangements
market standard terms 6.31–6.34
not recharacterised as secured loans 6.10, 6.15
repos included in 6.03–6.04
substitution 6.49
triparty arrangements 18.15–18.16
custodian acting as agent 18.15–18.16
default, effect of 18.16
what are repos? 18.01–18.03
nature of 6.11, 18.01
reverse repos 18.02
secured loan, similar to 18.03
rescission of contracts by court 5.35
retroactivity of the Financial Collateral Regulations 14.01–14.28
amendments to FCARs 4.01
coming into force of original FCARs, 2010 Regulations, BRR Order 14.01–14.02
to what extent are FCARs, 2010 Regulations, BRR Order retroactive? 14.07–14.28
conclusions 14.22–14.28
conditions governing choice of parties 13.20
contractual issues governed by 13.29
contractual subrogation of a claim 13.33
core rule that law expressly chosen 13.19
different laws governing different parts of contract 13.32
freedom to choose governing law/limitations on 13.16
importance of making express choice of law 13.26
limitations on freedom to choose governing law 13.16
overriding mandatory rules of another country 13.18
part only of contract, choice of law to govern 13.32
renvoi, exclusion of 13.35
Rome Convention, based on 13.15
rules for determining applicable law in absence of choice 13.21–13.26
‘characteristic performance’ and ‘habitual residence’ 13.21–13.24
law of country with which contract most closely connected 13.25
scope 13.15
set-off 13.33, 13.34
specific contracts, rules on 13.27
specific exclusions 13.17
universal application of rules 13.28
voluntary assignment of a claim 13.31, 13.33, 13.38–13.49
Rome II Regulation on non-contractual obligations 13.11, 13.14
absence of agreement, applicable law in 13.37
choice of law 13.36
special rules relevant to financial collateral arrangements 13.37
SAR see special administration regime (SAR)
Scotland
appropriation 12.14
FCARs 23.01–22.50
applicable in Scotland 23.03
effects of FCARs in Scotland 23.49
general status of FCARs in Scotland 23.47–23.48
insolvency 23.36–23.46
Scots law, and 23.47–23.50
set-off, flawed assets and netting 23.28–23.35
specific Scottish issues on FCARs 23.50
transfer of/fixed security over financial collateral 23.06–23.23
financial collateral as incorporeal moveable property 9.01
fixed security interests as title transfer
financial collateral arrangements 6.07
flawed assets 23.34
floating charges 15.09, 23.24–23.26
insolvency 23.36–23.46
corporate insolvency 23.36, 23.39–23.40
partnership insolvency 23.36–23.38
legal system
no equitable interest in Scots law 23.04–23.05
Scottish Parliament, establishment of 23.02
separate legal system 23.01
liens 15.09
pledges 15.09
netting 23.35
powers of attorney 23.27
preferences and undervalue transactions 23.41–23.46
reform of law of security 24.94–24.95
proposal for new fixed security interest 24.94–24.95
registrations 4.57–4.59
consequences 4.59
disapplication for book entry securities collateral 4.57–4.58
security interests 7.25
set-off 21.06, 23.28–23.33
transfer of/fixed security over financial collateral 23.06–23.23
bearer securities 23.17
cash, credit claims and residual financial instruments 23.14–23.16
categories of financial collateral 23.13
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creating fixed security by ownership transfer 23.06–23.12
intermediated securities 23.20–23.22
reform 23.23
registered securities 23.18
uncertificated securities 23.19
security financial collateral arrangements 6.01, 7.01–7.32
Central Securities Depositories
Regulation, and 16.129–16.131
cross-border security financial collateral arrangements 13.86–13.95
contractual aspects 13.87–13.89
creation/attachment of security, perfection, priority, enforcement 13.90–13.95
definition of 7.02
meaning of 7.01–7.05
non-natural persons 7.32
‘possession’/‘control’ see ‘possession’ or ‘control’ test when creating security financial collateral arrangements
purpose 7.06–7.20
explanation for including purpose test 7.07–7.09
non-monetary obligations 7.15–7.20
obligations owed to collateral-taker 7.10–7.14
purpose not stated in FCD 7.06–7.09
security interest 7.21–7.30
definition of 7.22–7.24
Scottish security interests 7.25
security interests arising by operation of law 7.26–7.30
security interests: possessory and non-possessory 7.21–7.24
significance of 7.03–7.05
benefits under FCARs 7.04
partial property transfers 7.05
stabilisation options 7.05
title transfer financial collateral arrangements, and 6.06–6.07, 7.03
mutually exclusive 7.22
securities financing transactions 22.137.
22.150–22.154
buy-sell/sell-buy back transactions, definition of 22.153
margin lending transaction, definition of 22.154
repurchase transaction, definition of 22.151
requirement to report to trade repository 22.155
securities or commodities lending/borrowing, definition of 22.152
securities lending
global custodians and settlement systems, securities lending by 18.39
Global Master Security Lending Agreement 2010 (GMSLA) 18.26–18.38
absolute transfer of securities and collateral 18.28
close-out/netting provisions similar to GMRA 18.38
default position 18.35
events of default 18.36
events of default, effects of 18.37
Guidance notes 18.26, 18.28
‘manufactured payments’ 18.34
margin calculation on global basis 18.31
margin calculation on loan by loan basis 18.32
parties acting as lender and borrower in different transactions 18.29
Schedule allowing parties to specify relevant terms 18.28
substitution of collateral 18.33
termination rights 18.30
securities lending agreements
borrowing on ‘open’ and ‘closed’ bases 18.25
‘cash driven’ market, arrangements in 18.20
contract of outright sale or title transfer 18.21
nature of 18.17–18.22
nature of use of 18.23–18.25
‘securities driven’ market, in 18.20, 18.23–18.25
security powers of attorney see under powers of attorney
security/security interest
book entry securities 19.05
bundle of rights/obligations which may be subject of security 9.25–9.41
other rights 9.40–9.41
rights to attend/vote at meetings and vote by written resolution 9.31–9.37
right to determine value of financial collateral or secured obligations 9.38–9.39
rights to payment of capital and income 9.25–9.30
certificated securities 9.18–9.24
equitable mortgage of 9.19–9.21
charges see charges
creation/attachment of security, perfection, priority, enforcement 13.90–13.95
definition of security interest 7.22–7.24
security interest 'arising' and 'created' 7.28
enforcing 1.01
exclusion of restriction on enforcement 5.08–5.10
fixed security 9.59
time of 9.51
floating charges see floating charges
forms of non-possessory security interest 9.08–9.24
intermediated securities and certificated/uncertificated securities 9.18–9.24
legal and equitable mortgages, difference between 9.12–9.17
mortgages and charges, difference between 9.08–9.11
immobilised securities 19.06–19.08
benefits of immobilisation 19.08
common in indirect holding systems 19.06
custody risk 19.07
immobilisation and dematerialisation, difference between 19.07
uncertificated securities, and 19.06, 19.07
intermediated securities 9.18–9.24, 13.56
book entry securities, as 19.05
conceptual difficulty in characterising 13.08
equitable mortgage of 9.18, 9.23–9.24
financial collateral, as 13.57
Geneva Securities Convention 19.68–19.71
indirect holdings, and 19.09–19.10
meaning of 9.18
securities account, location of 13.56
uncertainty as to legal nature 13.50
liens 15.02
possessor form of security 15.02
listed securities 15.31–15.36
nominees or custodians, securities held through 15.37–15.38
mortgages see mortgages
pledges see pledges
'possession' or 'control' tests 8.120–8.122
fixed charges over book entry securities 8.120–8.122
floating charges over securities 8.123
operation of law, security interests arising by 7.26–7.30
liens 7.29
possessor and non-possessor 7.21–7.24
registered securities 13.56
intangible property, location as 13.55–13.56
rights attached to charged securities 9.01–9.92
background 9.01–9.07
bundle of rights/obligations which may be subject of security 9.25–9.41
consequences of collateral provider exercising rights before security enforcement 9.42–9.92
forms of non-possessory security interest 9.08–9.24
potential problem: 'possession' or 'control' test 9.75–9.92
see also rights attached to charged securities
Scottish security interests see under Scotland
secured liabilities, Banking Act safeguard for 5.65
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securities account, ascribing location to 13.56–13.85
security lending see security lending
taking/perfecting security see taking and perfecting security over financial collateral
types of security 15.02–15.09
uncertificated/dematerialised securities equitable mortgage of 9.22
immobilised securities, and 19.06
immobilisation and dematerialisation, difference between 19.07
immobilisation of 19.07
securities account, location of 13.56
unlisted securities 15.32–15.36
see also security financial collateral arrangements
segregation of assets/client money 18.52, 18.66–18.72
alternative approach 18.68, 18.70
CCPs 20.57–20.60
intermediaries, types of accounts held by 19.14–19.15
normal approach 18.68–18.70
set-off 1.21–1.24
accounting and regulatory requirement for set-off 21.31–21.32
administration or liquidation, in 19.58, 21.34–21.65
bank combining accounts 21.03
Banking Act safeguards for 5.64
bail-in measures 5.129–5.131
partial property transfers under Banking Act 21.33
BCCI No. 8 15.20
book entry securities collateral 19.58–19.60
choice of law under Rome I Regulation 13.33, 13.34
CIWURs 5.149–5.150
close-out netting and set-off, difference between and relationship with 10.10–10.11, 10.27, 10.40–10.80, 17.41–17.46, 21.04–21.05
contractual set-off right 19.59–19.60, 21.07–21.25
contractual set-off, use of 21.07–21.26
advantages of 21.07
alternative techniques for taking cash collateral, as 21.01–21.02
limitations of 21.08–21.20
other legal considerations 21.21–21.24
post-insolvency 21.16–21.20
pre-insolvency 21.08–21.15
nature of 21.03
when most appropriate to use 21.25–21.26
credit claims 1.100
disapplied in relation to client accounts 20.112
equitable set-off 21.03
EUIR 5.144–5.145
fundamental concept of English law, as 21.03
insolvency proceedings 1.21–1.22, 1.51
insolvency set-off 21.03
legal or independent set-off 21.03
nature of 5.26, 15.76–15.79, 21.03
netting, and 1.60
notional pooling and cash management systems, reliance on set-off in 21.27–21.33
accounting and regulatory requirement for set-off 21.31–21.32
notional pooling of credit and debit balances 21.27–21.30
safeguard for partial property transfers under Banking Act 21.33
restrictions on right of 1.51
right of use 11.13–11.16
safeguard for set-off 5.64, 5.129–5.132
Scots law, under 21.06, 23.28–23.33
statutory set-off in administration or liquidation, impact of 19.58, 21.34–21.65
administration set-off 21.36–21.37
contingent debts owing by company 21.38–21.40
contingent debts owing by creditor 21.41–21.45
cut-off times for excluding debts from set-off 21.55–21.57
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foreign currency debts, periodic payments and interest 21.46–21.48
future debts 21.49–21.50
hindsight principle and estimation of unmatured claims 21.63–21.64
liquidation, set-off taking effect in 21.35
time of taking the account 21.61–21.62
treatment of acquired debts 21.58–21.60
types of set-off 21.03
waiver of set-off rights 1.100, 15.74–15.79
set-off, contractual see set-off, contractual set-off, use of
Settlement Finality Directive (SFD) 1.31, 1.51
choice of law rules 1.20, 1.72
FCD, and 1.89
PRIMA 1.75
proposal for new Directive to amend 1.95–1.101
proprietary effect of collateral security arrangements 1.07
scope 1.33
systemic risk, importance of reducing 20.123
Settlement Finality Regulations (SFRs) 20.123–20.137
'collateral security', protection of 20.131–20.132
'collateral security', scope of 20.130
effect of system designation 20.127
insolvency protection 20.125
law applicable to securities held as collateral security 20.134
law applicable to a system 20.135
other jurisdictions, insolvency proceedings in 20.137
overseas protection 20.133
priorities 20.136
protection, scope of 20.126
purpose 20.123
territorial effect 20.124
'transfer orders', scope of 20.128–20.129
summary of combined protection against insolvency risk 20.138
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private company shares 3.27
securities equivalent to shares 3.34–3.41
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ETFs, securities in 3.37–3.41
subordinated claims 3.35
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special administration regime (SAR) 18.163–18.175
SAR
administrator's order of pursuit of objectives 18.169–18.170
bar dates for submission of claims 18.171–18.172
investment bank, definition of 18.167
investment firms entering 18.166, 18.168
losses borne pro rata 18.173
objectives of 18.168–18.170, 18.175
SAR review 18.174–18.175
proposed changes 18.175
special resolution regime 18.164–18.165, 18.168
special issues from use of financial collateral in repos, securities lending and prime brokerage 18.01–18.192
prime brokerage
prime brokerage agreements
common features 18.43–18.46
Client Money Rules 18.62–18.75
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